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Chapter 3031 

The Tomb Keeper acted as if he hadn't heard the Martial Dao Body's question. He continued, "The two 

of you are indeed at the peak of the Martial Emperor realm. However, there is only one Great Emperor 

in the Middle World.""Other than you, the other peak Martial Emperors have the chance to prove their 

Dao. If they don't become Martial Emperors, they won't be able to fight against the Heavenly Court."The 

tomb keeper was obviously avoiding the question of the Lord of the Underworld.With the Tomb 

Keeper's identity and background, if he didn't want to answer, no matter how the Martial Dao True 

Body asked, it would be useless.Moreover, the Martial Dao Body had already sensed that the tomb 

keeper had the intention to leave.He ignored the Lord of the Underworld and asked again, "Where does 

the River Styx come from? Even if it is the Six Paths of Reincarnation, where are the Heavenly Dao and 

Human Dao? "The tomb keeper ignored Wu Dao's question and continued, "Today's battle should have 

attracted the attention of those in the Heavenly Court.""Of course, you haven't become a Martial 

Emperor, so they might not take you seriously. This is your chance. Be careful in the future. Before you 

become a Martial Emperor, try not to make such a big scene … ""See you again."Without waiting for the 

Martial Dao Body to ask anything, the Tomb Keeper's figure had already disappeared into the 

darkness.The world formed around the Tomb Keeper was also dispersing at any moment.The 

surrounding battlefield was a mess. Martial Emperors' blood dyed the sky red, and many Martial 

Emperors' corpses floated in the sky.While Wu Dao and the other two were talking, the Divine Elephant 

Demon Emperor, the Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor, and the other Martial Emperors of the Eastern 

Wilderness had already led the people of the Eastern Wilderness to clean up the battlefield and collect 

the treasures.Although their world was broken and their combat power was greatly reduced, they could 

still do some cleaning up work with ease.When Wu Dao and Die Yue reappeared in the sky, the Divine 

Elephant Demon Emperor and the Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor went to greet them and handed over 

the many storage bags and treasures they had obtained from the battlefield.Wu Dao picked a few 

storage bags and was about to give them to the tiger, little fox, and the others, when he gave the rest to 

Die Yue.Die Yue shook her head slightly and took out a storage pouch. "I need some Origin Stones to 

repair the world. The rest is of no use to me."At Die Yue's level, whether one could prove their Dao as a 

Great Emperor or not, one needed to have a deeper understanding of the Dao and some hidden 

opportunities. 

 

Wu Dao's real body took out a few storage pouches and gave them to the Divine Elephant Demon 

Monarch, Nine-Tailed Demon Monarch, and the other five demon monarchs of the East Barren before 

keeping the rest.The Divine Elephant Demon Monarch, the Nine-Tailed Demon Monarch, and the others 

were overjoyed when they received the storage pouch.One had to know that in each pouch, there were 

not only the treasures of the Emperor realm cultivator, but also the World Fragment of the Emperor 

realm cultivator!The Imperial Lords of the Heavenly Courts had even more treasures in their storage 

bags.There were even some Origin Stones in the storage pouches that Wu Dao's main body had given 

them!With the help of these cultivation resources and treasures, not only could their worlds be repaired 

smoothly, but they could also improve their cultivation realms!With the end of this battle, the Great 

Wilderness finally regained its long-lost peace.In Butterfly Valley.Wu Dao's main body and Die Yue 

returned hand in hand."What do you think of the Demon Lord's words?"Wu Dao's main body asked.Die 

Yue pondered for a moment and said, "He must have held back and didn't tell us everything. He even 



deliberately avoided some questions.""That's right."Wu Dao's main body nodded.The tomb keeper's 

appearance had indeed solved many of his doubts.However, there were still too many unknowns about 

the tomb keeper's origin, the four dao's origin, and the Underworld.The only thing that could be 

confirmed was that the Demon Lord, the Evil Monarch, and the Nine Great Emperors of the Heavenly 

Courts all came from the Great Thousand Domains and were above the Great Emperor realm.That was 

why he dared to claim that he had an endless lifespan and would never die.As for why the Demon Lord 

and the others fell from the Great Thousand Domains, he had no idea.As for what Die Yue said about the 

tomb keeper holding back, Wu Dao's main body could also feel it.At least in the War of the Heavens, the 

Demon Lord's side might not be doing it for the tens of thousands of living beings in the Middle World. 

They might have their own motives and selfish motives.Die Yue continued, "Although he held back and 

even hid some things, his words are trustworthy."Wu Dao's main body nodded. 

 

After this interaction, he felt that the tomb keeper was rather magnanimous.There were some things 

that the tomb keeper did not want to answer and would avoid talking about. At least, he did not choose 

to lie.Moreover, many of the information that the tomb keeper said could be corroborated with the 

information that Wu Dao's main body had received.After returning from Hell, Wu Dao's main body knew 

about the situation with Qinglian's main body.He also knew that Qinglian's main body had entered the 

tomb of the Great Battle Emperor and obtained the inheritance of the Battle Catalog.The last move of 

the Battle Catalog was called Battle of the Nine Heavens.When Qinglian's main body first saw the name, 

she did not think much of it.It was only when the tomb keeper said those words that she understood 

that the Nine Heavens of the Battle of the Nine Heavens really had nine heavens!The Battle Soul, Battle 

of the Ten Thousand Races, Battle of the Universe, Battle of the Past and Present. This last move was 

used by the Great Battle Emperor against the Heavenly Court!And those 'Jun' tokens that were left 

behind on the Path to Heaven belonged to the powerhouses of the Great Sky of the Nine Heavens.Wu 

Dao's main body recalled the figures of those Great Emperors during the Ten Tribulations of the True 

Martial Realm and could not help but sigh softly. "These ancient Great Emperors sacrificed their lives to 

conquer the Nine Heavens just to break the cage and give all living beings a chance to ascend.""But in 

exchange, they were slandered for countless years. Some of the descendants of the Great Emperors 

were even imprisoned in the Sinful Grounds of the Evil Demons. They were cursed and scolded for all 

eternity, slaughtered by tens of thousands of races, never to see the light of day again …"Wu Dao's main 

body was sorrowful. "Even if the matter of the Nine Heavens was made public now, how many people 

would believe it? How many people would believe the Demon Lord's words? "Die Yue was silent.To her, 

it was very easy to distinguish whose words were more trustworthy.Because one side had been trying to 

cover up the truth for countless years, erasing all traces of the past.To Wu Dao's main body, there was 

another reason why he was more willing to believe the Demon Lord.It was because of those ancient 

Great Emperors!Even if the Demon Lord and the others failed to conquer the Heavens, they could still 

be reborn.And once the ancient Great Emperors of the Middle World died, it meant that their bodies 

and Dao were gone. 

 

They knew that this path was very dangerous, and they might not even be able to return. But they still 

did not hesitate to conquer the Nine Heavens!"These ancient Great Emperors were the top geniuses 

that emerged in the long river of time. “Wu Dao's main body said, "They might not have been unable to 

see that the Demon Lord and the Evil Emperor had other motives. But they still made this choice."Die 

Yue said, "Because the Heavenly Court should not exist. The existence of the Heavenly Court is the 



greatest evil! "The two of them looked at each other and understood each other's thoughts.At this 

moment, the two of them made the same decision as those ancient Great Emperors!Conquering the 

Nine Heavens!For themselves and for all living beings! 

Chapter 3032 

"What are you thinking about?"Die Yue could not help but ask when she saw that Wu Dao's main body 

would occasionally fall into deep thought.Wu Dao's main body said, "Something happened on Qinglian's 

side."The two main bodies were communicating with their Divine Wills.Die Yue also knew about the 

existence of Qinglian's main body, so she asked, "Danger? Where? " “Wu Dao's main body said, "Over at 

the Blood Ape Realm."Die Yue frowned and said, "Then I'm afraid it's too late. Even a peak Imperial 

Emperor would need nearly a day to rush there.""It's fine. Qinglian should be able to handle it 

herself."Wu Dao's main body smiled faintly and said, "Even if there's danger, I can rush over in time. I 

can arrive in a flash.""You can rush over to the Blood Ape Realm in a flash?"Die Yue was rather surprised 

when she heard that."Yes."Wu Dao's main body nodded.Die Yue said, "Normally, this is the method of a 

Great Emperor.""Only a Great Emperor who has proven their Dao and left their Dao Seal in a Middle 

World can their Divine Wills envelop every corner of the Three Thousand Realms and arrive in a 

flash."Even a peak Imperial Emperor would need at least a day to cross countless realms and billions of 

galaxies.However, once a Great Emperor became one, their Divine Wills would increase exponentially 

and envelop the Three Thousand Realms. With their Dao Seal, they could descend to any place in the 

Three Thousand Realms in a flash.This was the terrifying strength of a Great Emperor!The difference and 

difference between the two was like the abyss.Therefore, Die Yue found it hard to believe."This is the 

method of a Great Emperor?"Wu Dao's main body was slightly startled and said, "I cultivated ten Gates 

of Hell in my Martial Cultivation Universe. If ten gates are opened at the same time, they can indeed 

break through the spatial barrier and descend to any place in the Three Thousand Realms. "It was also 

because of this that Wu Dao's main body could return to the Great Wasteland World directly from 

Hell.Ten Gates of Hell!Die Yue had seen the power of the Ten Gates of Hell. Even the Constellation 

Imperial Emperor could not withstand it and was shattered into pieces.However, she did not expect the 

Ten Gates of Hell to have such a use. 

 

In reality, the mystical abilities of the Ten Gates of Hell did not stop there.When Wu Dao first formed the 

Frost Hell Gate, his true body hadn't entered the Great God Realm yet. Therefore, he couldn't control 

the entire Frost Hell Realm through the Frost Hell Gate and sense the situation inside.And now, the Ten 

Gates of Hell were connected to the Nine Hells and the Avici Hell!Wu Dao's true body could even sense 

the consciousness of the two great emperors trapped in the deepest part of the Avici Hell through the 

Door of Avici.Of course, it was impossible for Wu Dao's true body to release these two 

consciousnesses.He would not choose to erase these two consciousnesses.This was because if he 'killed' 

the consciousnesses of the Flame Heaven Emperor and the Lord of Hell, it would be equivalent to saving 

them and allowing them to be reborn!He wouldn't act rashly before he had a way to kill the Flame 

Heaven Emperor and the Lord of Hell.However, he could use the Ten Gates of Hell to make some other 

arrangements.Wu Dao's true body had once said that he would provide greater opportunities to the 

people of Hell. He could even guarantee that Hell Master Ku Quan would not die. He was referring to 

this arrangement.He could use the Nine Gates of Hell to send the Grotto-Heaven experts of the Nine 

Hells into the Middle World!These Grotto-Heaven Kings had been stuck at the Grotto-Heaven Realm for 

many years. It was only because of Hell that they were unable to break through.If these Grotto-Heaven 



Kings and Quasi-emperors were brought into the Middle World, most of them would step into the 

Emperor Realm as long as they were given some time!Hell Master Ku Quan's lifespan would also 

increase dramatically because of this.At that time, the overall strength of this army of Hell would be 

raised to a whole new level!In fact, the gap between the two true bodies had been getting bigger and 

bigger since they started cultivating.Qinglian's true body seemed useless, but in Su Zimo's heart, 

Qinglian's true body had an irreplaceable position and function.Qinglian's true body was his escape 

route.Wu Dao's true body was an Anomaly. It was too special.Even the Dao that he cultivated was 

unprecedented.Wu Dao's true body had once flashed with an extremely terrifying sense of danger. Su 

Zimo didn't know when that kind of danger would descend! 

 

Even without this kind of danger, the expedition to the Heavenly Court was still a narrow escape.After 

all, in the past few epochs, none of the Emperors had succeeded.If this expedition to the Nine Heavens 

failed again, with Wu Dao's true body around, he could at least protect Die Yue if he risked his life.Even 

if Wu Dao's true body died, he and Die Yue would still have a chance to be together.Of course, this was 

also his own selfishness.These were just preparations for a rainy day. Everything was still unknown.At 

this moment, another matter flashed through the mind of Wu Dao's true body.In the previous battle 

with Emperor Azure Flame and the others, he had casually killed many Celestial Realm Emperors. Among 

them, when two monkey kings died, a wisp of dark green light had appeared.At that time, the battle was 

in full swing, so he didn't think too much about it.Now that he thought about it, that power should have 

originated from some kind of Witch Curse!Why would the two Celestial Realm Emperors have the Witch 

Curse on them?… …That day, Elder Tie Guan and the others couldn't bear to see the Blood Butterfly 

Demon Empress being ganged up on and bullied, so they returned to the Sword Realm early.A few days 

later, the eight Peak Lords of the Sword Peaks arrived together. They barged in recklessly without any 

notice, and all of them looked shocked."Something big has happened in the Great Wilderness 

Domain!"Lu Yun said with a pale face."Calm down!"The skinny elder frowned and glared at Lu Yun and 

the others. "You're all Peak Lords of the Sword Peaks. Look at you, what are you doing?""We've known 

about this for a long time."The old man with the iron crown sighed softly and said, "I don't know why 

that Demon Monarch Xue Die offended the power behind the Celestial Tribute World. She fought 

against a hundred Imperial Emperors alone and even managed to kill five of them before she died. It 

wasn't easy at all and she died with honor.""Since ancient times, none of the realms that fought against 

the Celestial Realm were spared. What a pity for the great wilderness." The fat elder also sighed.The 

eight Peak Lords were stunned as they looked at the three Celestial Realm Emperors."Uh …" Lu Yun 

muttered.Lu Yun mused, "Of the three realm lords, the Blood Butterfly Empress is still alive..." 

 

"Hmm?"Elder Tie Guan frowned. "What did you say? She's not dead? Did she escape from a hundred 

Celestial Realm Emperors? ""She didn't escape …" Lu Yun gulped."I heard that her dao partner, the one 

with the dao name 'Araki Takeshi', is back.""What's the use of Araki Takeshi coming back?"The skinny 

old man snorted coldly before Lu Yun could finish.Lu Yun continued, "Araki Takeshi came back and killed 

dozens of Celestial Realm Emperors single-handedly. The Celestial Realm suffered heavy casualties and 

returned in defeat. I heard that the blood of emperors dyed the galaxy red in that battle. It was 

extremely tragic!"Elder Tie Guan and the others jumped to their feet."What?!"Elder Tie Guan's eyes 

widened in disbelief as he exclaimed."Calm down, Realm Lord …"Lu Yun coughed softly.Elder Tie Guan 

and the others blushed.They knew that Lu Yun wouldn't lie about something so important."Has Araki 

Takeshi already proven his dao as a great emperor?"Elder Tie Guan immediately thought of a 



possibility.But soon, he shook his head. "No, if he has proven his dao as a great emperor, everyone in 

the three thousand realms should have sensed it.""Tell us, what's going on!"The three elders took a step 

forward and pulled him over, asking in a low voice.Almost at the same time, all the major realms 

received the news, causing an uproar. All the emperors and races were shocked! 

Chapter 3033 

Sword World.Lu Yun and the others recounted the various rumors they'd heard in detail, but the three 

old men were still unsatisfied and sighed wryly."Why did we come back? If I had known, I would have 

stayed a little longer. "The fat old man grumbled.The many scenes of the battle had been spread by 

countless people. Even so, everyone was still shocked and excited when they heard it!One person single-

handedly defeated nearly a hundred Imperial Emperors!What kind of combat strength was this?The 

skinny old man was speechless and said, "This Araki Takeshi is really fearless. He even killed many of the 

Celestial Court's experts behind the Celestial World."Before Qinglian's true body left the Sword World, 

she had talked a lot with the three old men and mentioned the existence of the Celestial Court.The fat 

old man analyzed, "This Araki Takeshi is fearless. It's very likely that he has the support of an expert like 

the Demon Lord."Lu Yun said, "Emperor Araki Takeshi became famous in one battle and shocked 

thousands of races. I'm afraid that he's the most likely expert to become a Great Emperor in this 

era.""Not necessarily."The old man shook his head and said, "It's not that simple to become a Great 

Emperor.""This Araki Takeshi is the strongest, but he might not be able to become a Great Emperor. To 

be more precise, any peak Imperial Emperor in the Three Thousand Worlds can take that step. ""At least 

that Demon Empress Xue Die has a very high chance of becoming a Great Emperor."The fat old man 

sighed, "If the two of them become Dao companions, as long as the Great Emperors don't come out, 

they can probably do whatever they want in the Three Thousand Worlds.""I really didn't expect 

this."The skinny old man sighed, "I thought that Demon Empress Xue Die was already a ruthless person. 

Who would have thought that there's someone even more ruthless behind her!"Yu Lan asked, "Both of 

them are so powerful. Do they have a chance to become Great Emperors at the same time?""Absolutely 

not!"The old man shook his head and said, "You haven't stepped into the Great Emperor Realm, so you 

don't understand the reason. Since ancient times, only one Great Emperor can be born in each era. 

There has never been a situation where two Great Emperors exist side by side!""As long as this Great 

Emperor doesn't die and his Dao seal doesn't vanish, no one else will ever be able to become a Great 

Emperor." 

 

The fat old man seemed to have thought of something. He looked at the eight Peak Leaders of the 

Sword Peaks and asked, "Any news about Su Zimo recently?"Lu Yun and the others shook their heads 

sadly.The old man with the iron crown had a conflicted expression. "Su Zimo possesses the Grade 12 

Creation Green Lotus bloodline and has comprehended nine supreme divine powers at the True Self 

realm. That's unprecedented.""If he's given enough time, he'll definitely have the chance to become a 

Great Emperor in the future …""It's just that in this generation, experts like Araki Takeshi and Die Yue 

are too dazzling. I'm afraid a Great Emperor will be born before he grows up."…There was a strange 

black hole floating in the boundless starry sky.The battle of the Great Wilderness had caused a huge 

commotion in the Three Thousand Realms.Only this strange black hole was completely silent, isolated 

from the rest of the world.Inside the black hole, there was a path to heaven. At the end of the path, 

there was a huge pitch-black stone pillar.Around the stone pillar were eighteen Grotto-Heavenly 

Kings.Three of them sat at the very front. They were all peak Kings and were taking turns to refine the 



pitch-black stone pillar.Two hundred and eighty years had passed.The Red Sea Monkey King had long 

made up his mind. Even if he had to spend thousands or even tens of thousands of years here, he 

wouldn't hesitate!This Great Emperor Divine Weapon was secondary.Most importantly, it was very likely 

that the Great Emperor Divine Weapon contained the inheritance left behind by the Douzhan 

Emperor.The taboo secret manual, the Battle Catalog!Among the people trapped inside, one of them 

had the bloodline of the Grade Twelve Green Lotus of Creation, which was also a rare treasure.Inside 

the pitch-black stone pillar.More than a hundred years ago, Su Zimo and the monkey had already 

obtained the inheritance of the Battle Catalog.The monkey had entered the blood pool containing the 

Long-armed Blood Ape to receive the baptism and inheritance.Su Zimo sat before the Douzhan 

Emperor's grave and comprehended the secrets of the Grotto-Heaven.In fact, back in the Day-Night 

Land, when he had just entered the Dongxu Realm, he had the chance to take another step and enter 

the Grotto-Heaven Realm!However, after weighing the pros and cons for a long time, Su Zimo did not 

take that step. 

 

His Dao Fruit had yet to reach the Great Circle.However, he had a bold and even crazy idea!Su Zimo had 

been cultivating for so long with the help of the Creation Qinglian Bloodline. He was able to cultivate the 

Immortal, Buddhist, Fiend, and Demon Daos. These four Daos did not conflict with each other at all. 

They all became his creations.For the Immortal Dao, he had the taboo secret manuals, the Three Pure 

Jade Manual and the Daluo Sword Manual. He also had the Supreme Profound Spirit Big Dipper Sutra 

and the Void Thunder Manual.For the Buddhist Dao, he had the taboo secret manual, the Prajna Nirvana 

Sutra. He also had the Great Vajra Chakra Seal and the Great Mount Meru Seal.For the Fiend Dao, he 

had the taboo secret manual, the Sky Burying Sutra.For the Demon Dao, he had the Mystic Classic of the 

Twelve Demon Kings of the Great Wilderness that Die Yue had imparted to him. He also had the Battle 

Catalog that he had just cultivated. He also had the secret manuals of the Azure Dragon, Vermilion Bird, 

White Tiger, Black Tortoise, and other sacred beasts.He had fused nine supreme divine powers into his 

Dao Fruit!At the very least, at the True Self realm, he was incomparably strong and shocked the past and 

present!Su Zimo was prepared to enter the Grotto-Heaven realm.However, he did not intend to form a 

single Grotto-Heaven, but five!The immortal, Buddhist, Demon, Daluo Sword Tomb and Yin Yang Grotto-

Heaven!In the Fiend Dao, he only cultivated a single taboo secret manual that was slightly 

weaker.Coupled with the Daluo Sword Manual, he would be able to form the Daluo Sword Tomb that 

represented the Fiend Dao!This was a thought that he already had when he was in the Land of Day and 

Night.If he could successfully form five Grotto-Heavens right after entering the Grotto-Heaven realm, his 

combat strength would definitely increase exponentially and reach an extremely terrifying realm!Since 

ancient times, no one had ever done such a thing.That was because it was impossible.The amount of 

power required to form five Grotto-Heavens was way too immense.Even if his Dao Fruit fused nine 

supreme divine powers and cultivated to the perfected state, the power he could release would only be 

able to help him form two Grotto-Heavens at most.It was practically impossible for him to form five 

Grotto-Heavens.When Su Zimo found out that this was the tomb of the Douzhan Emperor, he thought of 

a solution. 

 

Now that he had accumulated for more than a hundred years, the time was ripe and he had once again 

grasped the opportunity to enter a Grotto-Heaven!Boom!This time round, Su Zimo no longer 

hesitated.The Dao Fruit flew out of his glabella and exploded under the control of his spirit 

consciousness. An extremely terrifying power burst forth and tore the void apart instantly, creating a 



gigantic black hole that reached the heavens!Su Zimo's eyes widened and were bloodshot. Using his 

spirit consciousness, he tried his best to control the massive power and split the black hole in the void 

into five!Apart from the terrifying power that burst forth from the Dao Fruit, all the Dao arts that were 

initially fused into the Dao Fruit were released at this moment.Su Zimo split those Dao arts rapidly and 

sent the Dao arts that represented the immortal sects into the first Grotto-Heaven.He fused the Dao arts 

that represented the Buddhist sects into the second Grotto-Heaven.The first two Grotto-Heavens 

absorbed almost all the power released by the Dao Fruit and gradually stabilized.However, the 

remaining three Grotto-Heavens did not have enough power to support them and were already showing 

signs of collapse! 

Chapter 3034 

Su Zimo channeled the Heaven Burial Sutra hurriedly and absorbed energy from the tomb of the Great 

Emperor endlessly, surging it into the third and fourth Grotto-Heavens.At the same time, he fused the 

Demon Sect's Dao technique and thousands of resplendent runes into the third Grotto-Heaven.The 

tomb of the Great Emperor was where demons were buried.There was no resistance towards the 

formation of the Demon Sect's Grotto-Heavens.The fourth Grotto-Heaven was the Zenith Sword Tomb 

that represented the fiend Dao.The Zenith Sword Tomb contained the intent of burial to begin with and 

was similar to the Dao technique of the Great Emperor's tomb. Hence, it was only a matter of time 

before he made use of the power of the tomb to support the fourth Grotto-Heaven!However, the fifth 

Grotto-Heaven was the Yin Yang Grotto-Heaven.It was difficult for the power of the Great Emperor's 

tomb to be fused into it.Su Zimo was long prepared and channeled the two divine stones, Illumination 

and Nether Glow, in his eyes.Two divine lights, one black and one white, were injected into the fifth 

Grotto-Heaven that was about to collapse and fused with the Yin Yang Dao technique within.He made 

use of the two divine stones to support the fifth Grotto-Heaven!The five Grotto-Heavens had just been 

formed and were initially unstable, as though they could dissipate at any moment.However, as time 

passed by, the five Grotto-Heavens stabilized.If monkey were to open his eyes right now, he would 

definitely see an extremely shocking scene!Su Zimo assumed a lotus position with his eyes closed and 

his black hair fluttered without any wind. Around him were five terrifying Grotto-Heavens!The first 

Grotto-Heaven was surrounded by the Three Pure Qis. Stars shone brightly and thunder rumbled, 

revealing all sorts of shocking phenomenons.The second Grotto-Heaven had many Buddhas standing in 

the void and chanting loudly. Divine dragons and divine elephants coiled around them as 

companions.Within the Grotto-Heaven, Buddhist light shone brightly and Sanskrit reverberated. Flowers 

fell from the sky and golden lotuses bloomed from the ground!The third Grotto-Heaven had bulls 

plowing through the skies, stone bears leaning against trees, anacondas plucking grass, sanguine apes 

flipping mountains, divine steeds galloping, tigers and leopards roaring, dragon kings trampling the seas, 

great rocs soaring and divine elephants crossing rivers …The twelve Demon Kings had all appeared!Apart 

from the twelve Demon Kings, there was an Azure Dragon, a Vermilion Bird bathed in flames, a White 

Tiger devoured a corpse and a Black Tortoise treading on waves!The fourth Grotto-Heaven was silent 

and silent. 

One after another, swords pierced the tombs like tombstones that buried the nine Heavens!In the fifth 

Grotto-Heaven, day and night alternated. The sun rose and the moon set.There was a black and a white 

fish chasing each other in the sky …Su Zimo was situated in the middle of the five Heavenly Grottoes. 

Receiving the nourishment from the five Heavenly Grottoes, his aura was rising rapidly!Be it his 

physique, bloodline or Essence Spirit realm, everything was improving rapidly!The reason why Grotto-



Heaven Kings were powerful was not only because of their Grotto-Heaven, but also because their 

physical body, bloodline, and primordial spirit had been tempered by their Grotto-Heaven.But now, Su 

Zimo's body, bloodline and Essence Spirit were being tempered by five Grotto-Heavens at the same 

time!Although Qinglian of Good Fortune was still at the twelfth grade, after being nourished by the five 

Heavenly Caves, her strength was rapidly increasing, as if she had been reborn.Within his consciousness, 

Su Zimo's Essence Spirit sat cross-legged on the Creation Lotus Platform. His body shone with brilliance 

and his aura rose continuously!When he was at the Dongxu Stage, Su Zimo's Primordial Spirit had 

already reached the Grotto-Heaven Stage.Now that he was at the Grotto-Heaven Stage and had formed 

five Grotto-Heavens, his Essence Spirit had skipped two stages and reached the perfected Grotto-

Heaven Stage!Su Zimo even had a feeling that he could fight against Wu Dao's original body, who had 

just entered the Martial Domain Stage.If he were to release the secret technique of fighting the ancient 

and modern times, with the support of the River of Time and his lifespan depleted, it was still unknown 

who would win!At that moment, Su Zimo seemed to have sensed something and opened his 

eyes.Perhaps it was because he had made use of the Heaven Burial Scripture to absorb the power of the 

Emperor's tomb to support his Grotto-Heaven, causing the surrounding tomb to shake 

continuously.Originally, there were four blood pools in the middle of the tomb.However, at that 

moment, other than the monkey's pool, the blood in the other three pools had all leaked out.The 

strange thing was that the blood seemed to be guided by something and surged towards the blood pool 

of the Long Armed Blood Ape!The blood in the three pools came from the Spiritual Stone Monkey, the 

Six-Eared Macaque and the Redbone Horsemonkey.Although they were of the same race, the three 

bloodlines were incompatible with the monkey's Long Armed Blood Ape bloodline and rejected each 

other."This …" 

Su Zimo hesitated for a moment. Much of the blood in the three pools had already surged into the blood 

pool of the monkey.Originally, there was only one bloodline in the blood pool and it came from the 

same source as the monkey.With the help of the blood in the blood pool, the monkey had completely 

awakened the Long Armed Blood Ape bloodline and its combat strength had increased 

tremendously!With the power contained in the blood, the monkey even had a chance of breaking 

through to the Paradise Stage!However, the other three bloodlines that flowed in brought about a huge 

crisis for the monkey who was in the midst of cultivation."Ah!"The monkey cried out in pain and its body 

suddenly convulsed, as if it was in extreme pain.In fact, even without Su Zimo, the bloodlines in the 

other three blood pools would have taken the initiative to find the monkey.They had waited here for too 

long and there was no successor.Now that someone from the ape race had barged in, it did not matter if 

it was the Long Armed Blood Ape or the Six-Eared Macaque. The inheritance of the Dao techniques in 

the other three bloodlines could not be severed just like that.Therefore, the three bloodlines took the 

initiative to find the monkey, wanting to charge into his body and become a part of his 

bloodline!Instantly, an intense conflict broke out when the four bloodlines entered the monkey's 

body.The battlefield of the four bloodlines was the monkey's body!It was obvious how much pain the 

monkey was in right now."Poof! Poof! Poof! "The surface of the monkey's body exploded and a blood 

mist spewed out.Those four bloodlines were the rarest and strongest bloodlines of the ape race.Not to 

mention mixing four of them together, even if two of them were combined into one, it would still take 

the monkey's life!Those bloodlines did not have any sentience and were merely searching for a 

successor – why would they care about the monkey's life or death?That was the reason for the current 

situation.The monkey's body expanded gradually with a pained expression that was close to madness. 

The veins on its neck popped and more blood gushed out from its wounds!However, its lifeforce was 



weakening continuously.When Su Zimo saw that the situation was bad, he hurried forward and released 

his Lotus Finger to help stabilize the monkey's injuries. 

It was also a freak combination of factors.Under normal circumstances, it was extremely difficult to fuse 

the four strongest bloodlines of the ape race.However, Su Zimo's Lotus Finger contained the bloodline of 

the Grade 12 Creation Qinglian!Only the bloodline of the Grade 12 Creation Qinglian had a chance of 

stabilizing the four bloodlines in the monkey's body and resolving the crisis.Of course, this freak 

combination of factors allowed the monkey to receive the greatest opportunity of its life!Be it the Long 

Armed Blood Ape, Smart Stone Monkey, Six-Eared Macaque or Redbone Horse Monkey, they were all 

the rarest and strongest bloodlines of the ape race.However, legend has it that there was an ape race 

above the four rare and strong bloodlines.There was only one of them even in the greater world, let 

alone a middle world!The first ape that was born at the beginning of creation had this bloodline and was 

known as the … Chaos Fiend Ape! 

Chapter 3035 

After a while, Su Zimo heaved a sigh of relief when he saw that the monkey's condition had stabilized.At 

this moment, the ground started to shake. The surrounding space seemed to be on the verge of 

collapsing, as if it was experiencing a huge impact."Hmm?"Su Zimo frowned and looked at the excited 

monkey kings outside.This Battle Imperial Armament had already shattered. The reason why it could last 

for more than two hundred years without being refined by the three pinnacle Kings was because of the 

remnant consciousness in the four blood pools.Now, the four powerful bloodlines had all merged into 

the monkey's body.The remnant consciousness and memories in the bloodlines were also slowly 

merging with the monkey.Without the support of the remnant consciousness, this Battle Imperial 

Armament was like an ownerless item.This gave the Red Sea Monkey King and the others a chance!At 

the end of the Path to Heaven.The Red Sea Monkey King and the other kings looked at the swaying 

Battle Monarch Weapon in front of them. Their eyes flickered with excitement, and their spirits were 

lifted!Success!The refinement of this Battle Imperial Armament was much smoother than they had 

imagined.The Battle Imperial Armament was slowly being pulled out of the abyss. As it shook violently, 

countless dust fell. The two words on the body of the Battle Imperial Armament glowed with golden 

light again.The Red Sea Monkey King and the other two Peak-tier Kings took turns refining this Battle 

Imperial Armament.Today, Ma Dan Monkey King, one of the three pinnacle Kings, was refining it.This 

refinement had almost exhausted all of his Yuan Spirit and Grotto-Heaven energy.He didn't expect to 

see the light at the last moment."Brother Ma Dan, if you can't hold on, why don't I do it?" another 

pinnacle King couldn't help but ask."Haha, thank you for your kind intentions, Brother Ma De. I can still 

hold on."Ma Dan Monkey King laughed.He was about to succeed, and this Ma De wanted to reap the 

benefits. How could he give it to someone else?The Red Sea Monkey King remained calm and didn't say 

anything.This Battle Imperial Armament was already broken. It would take countless treasures to repair 

it. It was as difficult as ascending to the heavens.To him, the true treasures were the inheritances within 

the Battle Imperial Armament.Ma Dan Monkey King couldn't take them all by himself. 

 

If the Ma Dan Monkey King did not know what was good for him and wanted to take it all for himself, 

then he did not mind making a move and sending him to heaven!"Those two little bastards think they 

can escape by hiding inside. They are too naive."Monkey King Ma Dan was in a good mood as he saw 

that he was about to refine the Battle Imperial Weapon.Although he looked relaxed, most of his 

attention was focused on the Red Sea Monkey King and Ma De Monkey King behind him. He was afraid 



that the two of them would attack him secretly for the Battle Monarch Weapon!Ma Dan Monkey King 

chuckled and said, "I'd like to see how scared these two little beasts will be after I succeed."At this 

moment, Ma Dan Monkey King suddenly felt a strong sense of danger and was shocked.With a nervous 

expression, he subconsciously protected the peak Grotto-Heaven behind him and looked back.He 

thought that the Red Sea Monkey King and Ma De Monkey King had attacked him.However, the Red Sea 

Monkey King and the Ma De Monkey King did not move at all. The other Horse Monkey Kings also stood 

where they were."Hmm?"Ma Dan Monkey King seemed to have sensed something, and his heart 

skipped a beat!No!This sense of danger did not come from behind, but from in front of him!However, he 

only had one Battle Imperial Weapon in front of him. How could there be danger?At this moment, a 

green figure seemed to flash in front of him.It was too fast!Ma Dan Monkey King's attention was 

partially focused on refining the Battle Imperial Weapon and partially focused on the Red Sea Monkey 

King and Ma De Monkey King.By the time he reacted, it was already too late.Most importantly, refining 

the Battle Imperial Weapon consumed too much of his Primordial Spirit and Grotto-Heaven Power.Not 

only was his reaction slightly slower, but even his dodging movements were much slower!When experts 

fought, they usually fought for an instant.Pa!Ma Dan Monkey King wanted to retreat, but Su Zimo 

rushed out of the Battle Imperial Weapon and was even faster. His attack was as fast as lightning!The 

Horse Monkey Kings saw a green figure descend from the sky. The palm landed directly on Ma Dan 

Monkey King's head, instantly shattering his head into pieces. His Primordial Spirit was destroyed, and 

he died on the spot! 

 

The Horse Monkey Kings could not react for a moment. They were stunned and shocked.This was a peak 

King.He was killed by a palm just like that. He did not even have the chance to dodge or 

counterattack!"It's him!"The moment the green figure appeared, the Red Sea Monkey King and Ma De 

Monkey King sensed it and immediately recognized Su Zimo.After all, the two of them had been 

conserving their energy and were in peak condition. Therefore, they could sense the abnormality 

immediately.Moreover, the two of them were very close to Ma Dan Monkey King.If the two of them 

wanted to save him, they might have a chance.However, another thought flashed through their minds at 

the same time.Borrow a knife to kill!If Su Zimo killed Ma Dan Monkey King, there would be one less 

person to share the treasures inside. The Battle Imperial Weapon would also fall into their hands.The 

two of them had a tacit understanding. While they hesitated, Ma Dan Monkey King had already 

died.Right in front of them, Su Zimo killed him with a single palm strike!Seeing Ma Dan Monkey King die, 

the two of them were secretly delighted, but they did not reveal anything on the surface."Oh?"The Red 

Sea Monkey King sized up Su Zimo and raised his eyebrows in surprise. "He actually entered the Grotto-

Heaven realm?"In just over 200 years, he had found an opportunity to become a King. Of course, his 

speed was very fast.However, this was not what surprised the Red Sea Monkey King.Instead, it was in 

this special environment where there was no Heaven Earth Yuan Qi. How did Su Zimo obtain enough 

strength to break through to the Grotto-Heaven realm?Yes, it must be the inheritance and treasures left 

behind by the Battle Emperor!Thinking of this, the Red Sea Monkey King's heart burned with passion. 

However, he still did not feel any danger.In his opinion, so what if Su Zimo entered the Grotto-Heaven 

realm?He was only at the initial success stage of the Grotto-Heaven realm. He was just an ordinary King. 

He could casually stomp him to death!"How dare you kill my tribesmen? Little bastard, you're courting 

death!"An ordinary King of the Horse Monkey Race wanted to show off. He shouted loudly and held up a 

long staff. He held up a Grotto-Heaven and charged aggressively toward Su Zimo!The monkey's 

transformation was not over yet. 



 

If the Battle Imperial Armament was refined by the Horse Monkey Race's King outside, Su Zimo was 

worried that something else would happen.He had stepped into the Grotto-Heaven realm and wanted 

to try out the methods of the Grotto-Heaven realm. He did not hesitate and charged out of the Battle 

Imperial Armament to kill the nearest King!Su Zimo was about to charge toward the Red Sea Monkey 

King and Ma De Monkey King when he saw a figure charge out from the side.The other Horse Monkey 

King stared at him and cursed as he charged over.This Horse Monkey King held a long staff and 

descended from the sky. He smashed down with the force of a mountain, and the Grotto-Heaven behind 

him suppressed him with an imposing aura! 

Chapter 3036 

Su Zimo stood on the spot and looked at the incoming monkey king.At that moment, he had countless 

methods to release.Melee combat, Essence Spirit, bloodline, Dharma treasures, puppets …However, Su 

Zimo still chose to release his grotto-heavens!Although he had successfully condensed five grotto-

heavens, he had no idea how much combat strength each grotto-heavens could unleash or what the 

situation would be like against other grotto-heavens.Out of curiosity, Su Zimo propped up a small 

grotto-heaven behind him.The small grotto-heaven was filled with scarlet, green, and purple lights. 

There were also stars that were bedazzling, lightning flashing, thunder rumbling and torrential rain!An 

immortal grotto-heaven!Rumble!What shocked everyone present was that the moment Su Zimo's 

grotto-heaven appeared, the grotto-heaven of the monkey king in midair began to collapse!It was 

completely unstoppable and in the blink of an eye, it turned into countless grotto-heavens.Without the 

protection of the grotto-heaven, the monkey king was riddled with holes by the starlight that burst forth 

from the grotto-heaven before he could land and blood gushed out.Before he could escape, another 

bolt of lightning flashed and landed on his body.The Horse Monkey King was instantly reduced to ashes, 

not even leaving behind a corpse!"This …"All the monkey kings subconsciously opened their mouths 

wide as they stared at the scene with shock on their faces.The difference was way too great!That 

clansman did not even manage to touch the corner of Su Zimo's robes and was destroyed in both body 

and spirit while he was still in midair!If they had not seen it with their own eyes, the monkey kings 

would have thought that Su Zimo had condensed a gigantic grotto-heaven!Although they were both 

small grotto-heavens, the grotto-heaven of the monkey king could not even withstand a single blow 

from Su Zimo's immortal grotto-heaven and was as fragile as a piece of paper!They were not the only 

ones.Even Su Zimo himself was taken aback.However, he composed himself before long.After all, the 

immortal grotto-heavens had a forbidden mystic manual like the Three Pure Jade Manual as their 

foundation and were fused with many top-tier cultivation techniques.Within the grotto-heavens, 

countless powerful Dao runes were nurtured.The grotto-heaven released by the monkey king was 

merely a small grotto-heaven. How could it compare to the immortal grotto-heaven? 

 

The Red Sea Monkey King frowned and could vaguely sense that Su Zimo was a little 

troublesome."Kill!"The remaining 11 ordinary monkey kings reacted quickly and were enraged. They 

roared and attacked at the same time, releasing their own grotto-heavens!Boom! Boom! Boom!The 11 

grotto-heavens enveloped the immortal grotto-heaven, wanting to crush it.However, the immortal 

sect's grotto-heaven did not budge and Su Zimo was unscathed under its protection as well.Not only 

that, the grotto-heaven, the grotto-heavens, but the grotto-heavens, of the 11 grotto-heavens, were 

were on the verge of collapse!"What!"The hearts of the four Monkey Race's Kings trembled as their 



expressions turned solemn.Even the 11 grotto-heavens, the immortal grotto-heaven, the immortal 

grotto-heaven!The Red, the, The Heavens Heavens' Heavens, Heavens, Heavens, Su!It seemed like this 

lad had obtained many benefits from the War Imperial Weapon and there should be a forbidden secret 

manual among them.If not for that, the immortal grotto-heaven would not be this strong! Crack!Crack! 

Crack!Crack! Cracks began to appear on the grotto-heavens of the 11 ordinary monkey kings.The eyes of 

the monkey kings widened in shock.Even though it was the combination of 11 grotto-heavens, it seemed 

like Su Zimo's grotto-heaven was suppressing the 11 of them!Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom!Seeing that 

the situation was bad, the four supreme kings hurriedly raised their grotto-heavens to suppress it.If they 

still did not make a move, a few of the ordinary monkey kings would die.The four grotto-heavens 

appeared at the same time and released an extremely terrifying grotto-heaven power that battered the 

immortal grotto-heaven.The Dao runes within the immortal grotto-heaven gradually dimmed as it was 

suppressed.Even so, the foundation of the immortal grotto-heaven was still there and it did not 

crumble!"It can still hold on?"The four supreme's Heavens's hearts skipped a beat as the killing intent in 

their eyes intensified.This human had just entered the Grotto-Heaven realm and his grotto-heaven was 

already so terrifying.If he was allowed to continue cultivating and develop, how terrifying would he be 

when he reached the next level and formed a grotto-heaven? 

 

The four supreme's and 11 ordinary's grotto-heavens made a total of 15 grotto-heavens of various sizes. 

At the same time, they tried to destroy the Dao runes of the immortal grotto-heaven and kill Su 

Zimo.Right from the beginning, Su Zimo's expression was calm.In fact, he did not even try to 

counterattack. Instead, he carefully sensed the powers within the immortal grotto-heaven and 

compared them."You guys are too weak."Right at this moment, Su Zimo shook his head gently and said 

indifferently.Immediately after, on the other side of the immortal grotto-heaven, the void collapsed 

eerily in front of everyone and another grotto-heaven was formed!The second grotto-heaven had 

appeared!Psst!At the sight of this, even the Red Sea Monkey King and Ma De Monkey King were 

shocked!This human had actually cultivated two grotto-heavens after entering the Grotto-Heaven 

realm!In the second grotto-heaven, majestic Buddhas appeared one after another. They placed their 

palms together and looked down at the 15 monkey kings while chanting majestic Sanskrit.Green lotus 

flowers descended from the sky one after another. On the ground, golden lotus flowers that did not 

decay surged!"Roar!""Roar!"Beside the Buddhas, divine dragons and divine elephants circled and roared 

into the sky!Even the Red Sea Monkey King and Ma De Monkey King were shocked by such a 

phenomenon, let alone the ordinary's and the supreme's!What kind of grotto-heaven was this?Although 

their peak grotto-heavens were extremely powerful, they did not have such a phenomenon!As the 

Buddhas appeared, Sanskrit chants reverberated, dragons and elephants roared, flowers fell from the 

sky and golden lotuses surged from the ground.The Buddhist grotto-heavens had descended!The 

Sanskrit chants of the Buddhas and the roars of the dragons and elephants echoed throughout the Path 

to Heaven.The 15 monkey kings around Su Zimo were the most affected!The eleven ordinary kings at 

the beginning were already unable to hold on under the impact of the Dao runes of the grotto-heaven. 

They were struggling to make ends meet.As the second Buddhist grotto-heaven descended, the 11 

smaller grotto-heavens collapsed as soon as the Sanskrit chants were heard!Not only them, even the 

grotto-heavens of the four supreme's were shaking continuously. Their glow dimmed and they were on 

the verge of collapsing at any moment!Just two smaller grotto-heavens were already so powerful! 

 

"We can't let him live!"The Red Sea Monkey King grunted. Without hesitation, he stepped forward and 



propped up his perfection-stage grotto-heaven.Behind him, a crimson sea of blood appeared with a 

majestic aura and an unparalleled aura. The power of the grotto-heavens was overwhelming!"Luckily, 

the two of us are here."The Ma De Monkey King also felt fortunate. He said in a deep voice, "We have to 

kill him today!"However, at the next moment...They saw the most unforgettable and shocking scene in 

their lives! 

Chapter 3037 

The remaining 17 Horse Monkey Kings attacked at the same time. The Red Sea Monkey King and Ma De 

Monkey King propped up a perfected grotto-heaven at the same time and surrounded Su Zimo.The 

might of the two perfected grotto-heavens was extremely ferocious as blood seas surged with torrential 

waves!Among the living beings of the ten thousand races, there were many that were proficient in fire 

Dao techniques. However, the strongest were the Divine Phoenixes, the Divine Phoenixes and the 

Illumination Dragon lineage of Dragons.There were also many that were proficient in water Dao 

techniques. The strongest belonged to the Kun race.However, as the strongest bloodline of the Horse 

Monkey lineage, the Red Sea Monkey King was not only proficient in Yin and Yang, but also innately 

close to water Dao techniques. In terms of controlling water, they were not weaker than the Kun 

race!Around Su Zimo, mist filled the air and covered the skies. It pressed down on the two small grotto-

heavens of the immortal and Buddhist sects!After all, the difference in strength between a perfected 

grotto-heaven and a small grotto-heaven was too great.Even though the immortal and Buddhist grotto-

heavens were formed with taboo secret manuals as their foundations, they could not withstand the 

impact of a perfected grotto-heaven.Furthermore, there were more than ten ordinary and peerless 

kings attacking together.Creak! Creak!Creak! A series of strange sounds came from the immortal and 

Buddhist grotto-heavens. The runes of Dao techniques flickered and even the Three Pure Qis gradually 

dissipated as the stars dimmed.The Buddhas were shrouded in a layer of water vapor as Sanskrit chants 

were intermittent. Qinglian and Golden Lotus were tainted by the power of the Red Sea Monkey King's 

grotto-heavens and their strength was greatly reduced!The red sea that surged in the perfected grotto-

heaven formed by the Red Sea Monkey King was filthy and evil. It was easy for it to destroy Numinous 

Treasures and grotto-heavens.The immortal and Buddhist grotto-heavens shook violently, as though 

they would collapse at any moment!The Red Sea Monkey King only relaxed when he saw that the 

situation was settled. He looked at Su Zimo who was trapped in the middle and sneered, "To be able to 

form two grotto-heavens, you're indeed impressive and can be said to be unprecedented. Hehe, but in 

my eyes, you're still too weak! “The Red Sea Monkey King returned that sentence to Su Zimo.Ma De 

Monkey King also sneered and said, "There is a huge difference between a small success Grotto-Heaven 

and a complete Grotto-Heaven. Do you think forming two small Grotto-Heavens can make up for this 

difference?"Facing the mockery of the two peak Kings, Su Zimo's expression was calm as he said 

indifferently, "Oh, three then." 

 

The surrounding monkey kings were stunned for a moment, not understanding the meaning behind Su 

Zimo's words.However, there was still a trace of doubt in their hearts.He could not understand how this 

human could still be so calm and composed under such a situation. There was no hint of panic on his 

face at all.Boom!Right at this moment, the space around Su Zimo collapsed again, and a loud bang 

sounded!"This is …"The Red Sea Monkey King's pupils suddenly contracted as it stared at the collapsed 

space. A terrifying thought flashed through its mind!Could it be the third Grotto-Heaven?How was this 

possible?It was already unheard of for all living beings of the myriad races to step into a Grotto-Heaven 



and condense two Grotto-Heavens. Could it be that someone could condense three Grotto-

Heavens?Since ancient times, no one had ever heard of such a situation!The Red Sea Monkey King could 

not believe it.However, the next moment, under the gazes of the monkey kings, Su Zimo's third Grotto-

Heaven was formed while enduring the suppression of more than ten Grotto-Heavens of various sizes 

and perfected Grotto-Heavens!The 12 demon kings reared their heads and roared into the skies with 

torrential demonic qi and battle intent!There were also the four sacred beasts that exuded supreme 

might as they glared at the surrounding monkey kings with cold gazes.The Demon Sect Grotto-Heaven 

had appeared!The moment the third Grotto-Heaven was released, the pressure on the immortal and 

Buddhist Grotto-Heavens was greatly reduced and they gradually stabilized as well.Of course, the Dao 

techniques and runes of the three Grotto-Heavens were still suppressed against the impact of more 

than ten Grotto-Heavens of various sizes and two perfected Grotto-Heavens and could not 

retaliate.Furthermore, the Red Sea Monkey King had the bloodline of the Redbone Horse Monkey. A 

perfected Grotto-Heaven that he condensed was far stronger than others of the same cultivation realm 

and was definitely not easy to deal with.However, this scene was way too shocking!The Red Sea Monkey 

King, Ma De Monkey King and the others were shocked and could not conceal the shock in their 

eyes.This human had actually condensed three Grotto-Heavens after entering the Grotto-Heaven 

realm!Not just them, if this matter were to spread, it would cause a huge commotion among all the 

living beings in the three thousand worlds and cause an uproar! 

 

He had just entered the Grotto-Heaven realm and had already condensed three Grotto-Heavens to fight 

against 18 Kings, including four supreme Kings and two peak-stage Kings. This kind of combat strength 

could not be described as' weak '.Even the Red Sea Monkey King did not have the confidence to mock 

him at this moment.Fortunately, the three Grotto-Heavens did not pose much of a threat to them.The 

Red Sea Monkey King heaved a sigh of relief and thought to himself that he was lucky.Fortunately, he 

had brought more people with him this time. If he had chased after him alone, the outcome would have 

been hard to predict.The battle intent emanating from Su Zimo's third Grotto-Heaven was familiar to 

the other monkey kings.This battle intent was even stronger than the battle intent on their bodies!More 

importantly, the demonic qi in this Grotto-Heaven was too dense.Apart from the Redbone Horse 

Monkey King who could resist the bloodline suppression of the four sacred beasts, the ordinary monkey 

kings all felt a sense of trepidation and found it difficult to circulate their bloodline.This was what it felt 

like when one's bloodline was suppressed!Some of the ordinary kings of the Horse Monkey race looked 

at Su Zimo with a hint of fear in their eyes.Even the four supreme Kings had a trace of fear on their 

faces.Seeing that they were still in control of the situation and had the upper hand, the Ma De Monkey 

King's expression relaxed a little.However, he saw that many monkey kings around him were intimidated 

by the aura of Su Zimo's three Grotto-Heavens and couldn't help but feel annoyed. He shouted, "Three 

Grotto-Heavens are just so-so! Can a human King with an initial success Grotto-Heaven overturn the 

heavens? "What was weak? Their aura could not be weak!"Is that so?"Su Zimo raised his eyebrows and 

said indifferently, "Then four Grotto-Heavens will do."As soon as he finished speaking, the space around 

him collapsed again!"What!?"The remaining monkey kings were shocked as they looked at this scene in 

disbelief. They were so frightened that they exclaimed!The fourth Grotto-Heaven appeared.Compared 

to the previous three Grotto-Heavens, this Grotto-Heaven didn't make much noise. Instead, it was 

extremely quiet and lifeless.There were only tombs with swords inserted into the tombs.However, after 

this Grotto-Heaven appeared, the monkey kings present all smelled a strong aura of death. 

 



It was as if the tombs in this Grotto-Heaven were prepared for them.There seemed to be a mysterious 

power that wanted to drag them into the tombs of the Grotto-Heaven and bury them!The Daluo Sword 

Tomb descended and the four Grotto-Heavens appeared at the same time. The situation immediately 

reversed!The Grotto-Heavens of the ordinary and supreme Kings of the Horse Monkey Race started to 

shake violently, as if they couldn't bear the pressure and would collapse at any time.Only the Red Sea 

Monkey King and the Ma De Monkey King could still hold on!"Four, four …"The Ma De Monkey King was 

so scared that his face turned pale. His lips trembled and his voice trembled."Motherf * cker, shut 

up!"When the Red Sea Monkey King heard the Ma De Monkey King speak, he was so scared that his 

entire body trembled. He cursed and glared at the Ma De Monkey King, wanting nothing more than to 

go up and cover his mouth!Every time the Ma De Monkey King mocked, this Su Zimo would create 

another Grotto-Heaven. If this continued, they would all die here!Unfortunately, the Red Sea Monkey 

King was still one step too slow."Four Grotto-Heavens won't do. Five is the best."Su Zimo's voice 

sounded again. 

Chapter 3038 

The space around the four Grotto-Heavens collapsed again.The fifth Grotto-Heaven appeared!Yin Yang 

Grotto-Heaven!The fifth Grotto-Heaven had just appeared when the normal Kings could no longer hold 

on. The Grotto-Heaven started to collapse.When the Yin Yang Grotto-Heaven appeared, the Grotto-

Heavens of the four Kings also collapsed!If it weren't for the Red Sea Monkey King and Ma De Monkey 

King's perfected Grotto-Heavens, which blocked most of the power of the five Grotto-Heavens, the 

normal and peerless Kings of the Horse Monkey Tribe would have been killed by Su Zimo's Grotto-

Heavens!The five Grotto-Heavens around Su Zimo showed all kinds of strange phenomena. Dao runes 

shone brightly, and his aura was overwhelming. He was like a god!The battle intent of the 11 normal 

Kings of the Horse Monkey Tribe also collapsed with the collapse of the Grotto-Heavens. They didn't 

want to fight anymore.The longer they stayed here, the more serious their injuries would be!The 11 

normal Kings of the Horse Monkey Tribe screamed in panic. They dragged their heavily injured bodies 

and ran back the way they came."Don't run!"The Red Sea Monkey King roared.However, their lives were 

at stake. They couldn't care less about others.In fact, it wasn't just the 11 normal Kings. Even he wanted 

to retreat.The five Grotto-Heavens appeared. Ma De Monkey King's perfected Grotto-Heaven was 

showing signs of collapse.His Red Sea Grotto-Heaven wouldn't be able to hold on for long!The four 

peerless Kings of the Horse Monkey Tribe were also shaken by the situation. They were ready to 

retreat."Fight!"At this moment, a deafening roar came from the end of the Path to Heaven. It exuded an 

overwhelming battle intent that soared into the sky!Su Zimo finally smiled when he heard this voice.The 

monkey had come out of seclusion!A tall and burly figure flew out from the thick and huge Divine Battle 

Weapon. His arms were extremely long, and his eyes were red. He strode past Su Zimo and the others 

and chased after the 11 Kings of the Horse Monkey Tribe.The monkey was very smart.After receiving the 

inheritance of the Emperor of Battle and the fusion of the four bloodlines, his cultivation had reached 

the peak of the Dongxu Stage!He was only a step away from the Grotto-Heaven realm.However, it was 

still a True Spirit Realm cultivator. Against a peerless King or a Peak King, there was almost no chance of 

victory. 

 

Moreover, Su Zimo had the upper hand right now. What he needed to do was to stop the eleven 

ordinary Kings from escaping!Actually, Su Zimo was planning to go all out and kill the Red Sea Monkey 

King and the others. At the same time, he would release the Six Ding and Six Armor Gods to chase after 



the remaining eleven monkey kings.However, when he saw that the monkey had broken out of 

seclusion, he did not bring out any other means.It wasn't that he held back on purpose, but that the 

monkey had been suppressing too much anger in his heart for many years. He had only killed a 

Horseshoe Monkey Tribe member in the Blood Ape Tribe and hadn't been able to vent his anger.Now 

that the monkey had obtained the complete inheritance of the Warring Emperor and had fused with 

four different bloodlines, his battle prowess had skyrocketed. It was a good opportunity for him to vent 

his frustrations on the eleven monkey kings that had escaped and test his own battle prowess.If the 

monkey was in danger, he would still be able to make it in time to help.…Although the Path to Heaven 

was wide, there were no other directions or forks in the road. There was also no place to hide.The 

monkey descended from the skies with widened eyes. Suddenly, a 10,000 feet tall War Soul appeared 

behind him and stomped down viciously with the exact same movements as the monkey!The two 

Horseshoe Monkey Kings that were escaping suddenly felt their vision darken. Instinctively, they raised 

their heads and saw a huge shadow that covered the skies!Shocked, the two of them raised their arms 

to block the attack.Bang! Bang!Two deafening sounds rang out!The two Horseshoe Monkey Kings 

paused for a moment. The next moment, the sounds of bones cracking could be heard from their bodies 

as the monkey stomped on them. Their Essence Spirits were destroyed and they died!As for the 

monkey, it raised its arms high and its hairy hands that covered the skies seemed to be holding onto 

something as it smashed towards the few fleeing Horseshoe Monkey Kings!It was a strange scene.There 

was clearly nothing in the monkey's hands.There was still a distance between him and the fleeing 

Horseshoe Monkey Kings. If he smashed down like that, he wouldn't be able to injure anyone.However, 

right then, a violent tremor came from the end of the Path to Heaven!Rumble! 

 

The thick and gigantic pitch-black stone pillar rose from the starry abyss and transformed into a beam of 

black light. In an instant, it arrived between the monkey's hands.Battle Emperor Weapon!This Battle 

Emperor Weapon was originally incomparably thick like a stone pillar that reached the 

heavens.However, when it landed in the monkey's hands, it had already shrunk and fit perfectly into the 

space that the monkey's hands were holding!Just as the monkey descended from the skies and smashed 

down with both hands, the Battle Emperor Weapon landed in his palms.The word 'Battle' appeared on 

the body of the staff and released a dazzling golden light!When the fleeing Horseshoe Monkey Kings 

turned back and saw this scene, they were scared out of their wits. They hurriedly took out their 

respective Divine Weapons and Numinous Treasures to block this attack.However, even if the Battle 

Emperor Weapon was shattered, it was still indestructible!Coupled with the monkey's bloodline and 

War Soul, the Battle Emperor Weapon's combat strength was increased by eight times in the Battle 

Emperor Universe. It was simply unstoppable and could destroy everything!Bang!There was a deafening 

sound!Six ordinary Horseshoe Monkey Kings were smashed into meat paste by the monkey's staff. 

Blood splattered everywhere and they died!If the two sides fought normally, the outcome would be 

unpredictable and the situation wouldn't have reached such a state.Even if the monkey could win, it 

would take a lot of effort.However, the group of Horseshoe Monkey Kings' small grotto-heavens were 

shattered by Su Zimo and they lost their strongest weapon.All of them were severely injured and their 

combat strength was greatly reduced. They couldn't defend against the monkey who had broken out of 

seclusion with the Battle Emperor Weapon and was in peak condition.The monkey came out of seclusion 

and descended from the skies, trampling two ordinary Horseshoe Monkey Kings to death and smashing 

six Horseshoe Monkey Kings to death!In just one move, he killed eight ordinary Horseshoe Monkey 

Kings!After landing, Su Zimo glanced over and his expression changed as he discovered something 



strange.Compared to before, the monkey's cultivation realm had increased after this fortuitous 

encounter.However, this wasn't the greatest change.The greatest change came from his body and 

appearance!The monkey's figure looked much stronger than before and his arms were longer as well.If 

one observed carefully, they would be able to see that there was an additional pair of ears on both sides 

of the monkey's face! 

 

There were a total of four ears that moved slightly and were extremely agile!Furthermore, the surface of 

the monkey's body seemed to have turned rough where there was no fur, as though it had turned into 

stone.The monkey's eyes shone with a scarlet light.However, under the scarlet light, his left and right 

eyes shone with a black and white brilliance respectively!"Are those … Yin Yang Eyes?"Su Zimo's heart 

skipped a beat and he could vaguely guess the reason for the monkey's change.There were a total of 11 

ordinary Horseshoe Monkey Kings that escaped.Although the monkey killed eight of them, there were 

still three left.However, the three of them were proficient in certain concealment techniques and made 

use of spirit treasures and Dharmic weapons to retract their auras and cover their tracks. 

Chapter 3039 

Although the tracks of the three monkey kings were concealed, they could not escape Su Zimo's 

senses.Just as he was about to warn monkey, he saw monkey's eyes shining brightly. One of his eyes 

was black and the other was white, as though he could see through the void and destroy all 

obstacles!The figure of one of the Horseshoe Monkey Clan Kings immediately appeared in his line of 

sight."Fight!"Monkey hollered and raised the Combat Imperial Weapon, smashing it down towards the 

monkey king with a terrifying aura!The monkey king used a secret skill to conceal his tracks and was 

slowly moving into the distance silently. He did not expect that he would be exposed so quickly.A 

thunderous roar sounded in his ears and the monkey king could not help but feel shocked. If he reacted 

too slowly, he was smashed to death by monkey's cudgel!Just as the monkey attacked the Horseshoe 

Monkey King, another figure appeared behind him. It was another Horseshoe Monkey King.When that 

person saw that his tribesmen could not escape monkey's pursuit even if they hid their tracks, he 

decided to take a risk and risk it all!As long as he could kill this monkey, he would have a chance of 

survival!Monkey smashed his cudgel towards the monkey king in front. Behind him, another monkey 

king appeared and raised his cudgel as well, smashing it towards monkey's head!The two of them 

attacked at almost the same time.Although the monkey king lost his grotto-heaven and was severely 

injured with his body on the verge of collapse, his eyesight was still present. The timing of his attack was 

impeccable and could be said to be perfect!By the time monkey smashed the monkey king in front to 

death, it was already too late to dodge and could only tilt its head slightly.Clang!The cudgel smashed 

heavily on monkey's shoulder with a deafening sound!The sound was a little strange – it did not sound 

like it had struck flesh. Instead, it sounded like it had struck an incomparably tough rock!The monkey 

king's arms trembled and his cudgel bounced high into the air. He could not hold on to it and his hands 

turned numb with a shocked expression.Monkey staggered from the impact and grimaced in pain. 

However, his eyes were filled with excitement!A tuft of hair on his shoulder was knocked off, revealing 

his coarse skin that was almost petrified.Although that cudgel caused him great pain, it did not injure his 

tendons and bones.The Yin Yang Eyes released earlier on were the inheritance of the Redbone Horse 

Monkey bloodline. 

 

The secret skill that petrified flesh earlier on was inherited from the Intelligent Stone Monkey!Of course, 



the main reason was that the Horse Monkey King had lost his Grotto-Heaven. His vitality was severely 

depleted, and his battle prowess was greatly weakened.Otherwise, the monkey wouldn't have dared to 

take the blow with his body.He had indeed received the memories of the four strongest bloodlines of 

the Ape Clan, but he had yet to fully digest them and cultivate them to the Great Accomplishment 

stage."Hehe!"The monkey turned his head and grinned at the horseshoe monkey king. He rushed 

forward, his blood and qi surging as he swung his cudgel and attacked!With just a few strikes, the Horse 

Monkey King could no longer hold on and was smashed into pieces, turning into a corpse on the 

spot!There was only one monkey king left.Monkey activated his Yin-Yang Eye and surveyed the 

surroundings, but he did not discover anything unusual.However, his four ears twitched slightly, as if he 

had caught something. He tapped the ground with the tip of his foot, and his figure was extremely agile. 

In the blink of an eye, he had arrived beside a pile of bones.The monkey stretched out his hand, and 

with a loud boom, he pierced through the pile of bones and directly grabbed the last ordinary monkey 

king!"Caw, caw!"Monkey roared in laughter and grabbed the person by the throat with one hand while 

swinging his cudgel with the other. He smashed the head of the monkey king and his Essence Spirit was 

destroyed, killing him on the spot!This pursuit took an extremely short period of time and could be said 

to be clean and efficient without any hesitation.However, a battle of a higher cultivation realm could not 

prove anything.After all, more than half of the combat strength of the 11 monkey kings had been 

crippled by Su Zimo.However, the methods that monkey had revealed Just Now were truly shocking!At 

the end of the Path to Ascension, the Red Sea Monkey King and the others who were suppressed by Su 

Zimo's five Grotto-Heavens were shocked when they realized what had happened!What had they just 

seen?The Sanguine Ape had released the legacy secret skills of the Long-armed Blood Ape, Redbone 

Horse Monkey, Six Eared Macaque and Wise Stone Monkey consecutively in a short span of ten 

breaths!How was that possible?What made their hearts skip a beat was that their cultivation realms 

were clearly far above that of the True Self Realm monkey. 

 

However, when the monkey released his Qi and blood, they had an urge to submit and worship him!It 

was as though it was an imprint that came from the depths of their souls and bloodlines and was 

difficult to resist.When they met monkey's gaze, they felt as though they were facing a superior 

being!"Something big has happened!"The Red Sea Monkey King was no longer shocked. Instead, he felt 

a sense of fear and trepidation!The five Grotto-Heavens before him were already enough to make his 

scalp tingle.What was up with this monkey that had just appeared?"Run!"The Red Sea Monkey King 

could no longer care about his dignity as he growled and channeled his bloodline to its limits, releasing 

his Bloodline phenomenon and cooperating with the Red Sea Grotto-Heavens in an attempt to escape 

this place."Do you think you can escape?"Su Zimo said indifferently when he sensed the Red Sea 

Monkey King's intentions.Just Now, he was mostly focused on monkey and did not use his strength 

because he was worried that something would happen to the latter.Now that he saw that the Red Sea 

Monkey King wanted to escape, he channeled his Essence Spirit and the five Grotto-Heavens spewed 

out endless Dao techniques and runes in a bedazzling manner that surged down like a 

tsunami!Boom!The perfected Grotto-Heaven of the Mad Monkey King could not withstand it and 

collapsed instantly.The figures of the four peerless kings were also drowned by the Dao techniques and 

runes released by the five Grotto-Heavens. Accompanied by tragic cries, their flesh and bones were 

destroyed and turned into dust!The Mad Monkey King was a peak-tier king after all and had a strong 

bloodline and physique. However, he did not last long when the five Grotto-Heavens exploded at the 

same time and he died within.A few new graves were added to the Zenith Sword Tomb.The Red Sea 



Monkey King was already trapped by the five Grotto-Heavens and the power of the Grotto-Heavens 

spread and destroyed everything. It would be extremely fortunate if he could last more than ten 

breaths, let alone escape!After breaking out of seclusion, Su Zimo had just entered his Grotto-Heavens 

and had not used them to fight against kings.Therefore, he did not release the five Grotto-Heavens right 

away. Instead, he released them one by one and slowly sensed the improvements and changes that 

each Grotto-Heaven brought to him.Now that monkey had obtained an opportunity and escaped 

danger, he did not intend to tangle with the Red Sea Monkey King. 

 

The five Grotto-Heavens unleashed their power at the same time and Dao techniques and runes surged 

out endlessly!There were thousands of streaks of multicolored light and thousands of streaks of 

auspicious colors. Lightning flashed and thunder rumbled. Buddhas and dragons appeared. Sanskrit 

chants reverberated and demons roared. Four sages covered the sky and sword tombs stood in great 

numbers. Yin and Yang fused …The power of the five Grotto-Heavens erupted at the same time and the 

phenomena were too terrifying!The Red Sea Monkey King's bloodline phenomenon collapsed the 

moment it was released.No matter how filthy and evil the sea of blood in the perfected Grotto-Heaven 

behind him was, it could not withstand it at this moment and rapidly dried up, destroyed by countless 

Dao techniques and runes!"You …"The Red Sea Monkey King's face was pale and he seemed to want to 

say something.However, as his Red Sea Grotto-Heaven collapsed, his body was also torn apart by the 

five Grotto-Heavens. His soul dissipated and he died!The 18 Horse Monkey Kings chased after him from 

the Blood Ape World. After more than 280 years, they were all wiped out and not a single one of them 

survived!These Horse Monkey Kings who had submitted to the Heaven Reverence World died on the 

path to heaven. It was as if everything was predestined.There is only one update today. Everyone, sleep 

early. 

Chapter 3040 

"The four bloodlines have already fused?"Su Zimo asked.Monkey scratched his head. "They should have. 

Furthermore, I seem to have awakened something in the depths of my mind and obtained some even 

more ancient inheritance memories."Su Zimo nodded to himself.In other words, apart from the Wise 

Stone Monkey, Long Armed Blood Ape, Six Eared Macaque and Redbone Horsemonkey, monkey had 

obtained some other inheritances as well!Monkey's situation should not be limited to just the fusion of 

four bloodlines.The fusion of four bloodlines seemed to have caused an even more mysterious change in 

monkey!The bloodline aura emanating from monkey gave Su Zimo a sense of déjà vu.Back then, his 

second disciple, Carefree, released a similar might when his bloodline erupted in the Land of Yin Yang 

and released the Kun Peng Diagram. Even the rank-12 Creation Qinglian trembled.According to the Earth 

Kun King, this seemed to be a sign of bloodline reverting.Of course, monkey's bloodline was clearly not 

completely fused.At the very least, he only had four ears.If it was completely fused, he should be able to 

conjure six ears that could listen to everything in the world!With a single thought from the monkey, the 

shattered Battle Monarch Weapon instantly shrunk to the size of a needle. He tossed it into his ear and 

it disappeared without a trace.Although the Battle Imperial Weapon was shattered, it was a treasure left 

behind by the Battle Emperor after all.If it was nurtured in monkey's grotto-heaven in the future and 

refined, it might be able to recover to its peak!Both of them gained a lot from this battle and cleaned up 

the battlefield briefly before heading in the direction of the Path to Heaven.They arrived before the 

black hole in the cosmos. As long as they left this place, the two of them would return to the Middle 

World.Suddenly, monkey stopped in his tracks and turned around, looking at the corpses on the Path to 



Heaven in silence.Those corpses belonged to the ancestors of the Blood Ape World.Monkey had always 

been carefree and unrestrained. However, at this moment, there was a hint of sadness in his eyes.A 

moment later, monkey suddenly said, "I saw some fragmented images in the bloodline inheritance that I 

obtained. They were related to the battle back then."Su Zimo did not say anything and merely listened 

quietly.The Fiend Master mentioned many things about the War of the Heavens that lasted for several 

eras.However, there was no mention of the Emperor of Douzhan. Wu Dao's original body didn't have 

time to ask. 

 

The monkey said, "Back then, Senior Douzhan used the Douzhan Dao Art to forcefully open up this path 

to the heavens. He wanted to reach the heavens and slaughter his way into the heavens.""On the path 

to the heavens, he encountered many obstacles. He led his clansmen through bloody battles. Not only 

did they pass through the Celestial Tribute World, but even the Monarchs from Great Sky couldn't stop 

them.""Later on, the great emperor of Great Sky took action."Great Emperor Jun Tian!According to the 

Devil Lord, he was one of the Nine Great Emperors of the Heavenly Court!Monkey revealed a look of 

reminiscence and said slowly, "The two of them were fighting on the Heavenly Road. Senior Douzhan 

was always at a disadvantage, but in the end, Senior Douzhan released the final move of the Douzhan 

Catalog …"At this point, the monkey paused and his tone gradually became serious. He said word by 

word, "With this move, Senior Douzhan defeated the Great Emperor of the Great Sky Continent and the 

path to heaven was broken because of this!"Su Zimo's mind was shaken, and he couldn't hide the shock 

in his eyes.The path to heaven was broken, and the Emperor of Douzhan had died and left behind his 

inheritance. He had seen all of this with his own eyes.However, he had never expected that the Emperor 

of Douzhan would actually defeat a great emperor of the Nine Heavens in the War of the 

Heavens!According to the Demon Lord, the nine great emperors of the heavens came from the Great 

Thousand Domains and were all above great emperors.Even in the Middle World, they were restricted 

by the laws of heaven and earth and their cultivation was greatly weakened. However, their combat 

strength was still extraordinary.Otherwise, they wouldn't have been able to rely on the nine great 

emperors to seal and suppress the three thousand domains for several epochs and win the War of the 

Heavens time and time again.Even so, the Emperor of Douzhan had still defeated a great emperor!Su 

Zimo suddenly thought of another matter.According to the scene the monkey saw, the Great Sky 

Emperor had already died in the War of Douzhan Era.However, in the next epoch, which was the 

Allheaven Epoch, the heavens still had nine great emperors.This point also confirmed what the Devil 

Lord had said.He and the nine great emperors of the heavens all had endless lifespans and would never 

die!In other words, the Great Sky Emperor had indeed been killed by the Emperor of Douzhan. However, 

the Great Sky Emperor would still come back to life and recover his great emperor cultivation. He would 

then enter the Great Sky Emperor and oversee the heavens! 

 

It was also because of this that the Emperor of Avici didn't kill the Great Sky Emperor and the Lord of 

Hell.This was because he knew that he couldn't completely kill the two of them with his own 

strength.Killing the two of them would instead give them a chance to come back to life.If he imprisoned 

the two of them in the Avici Hell and made them suffer endless pain, in a sense, he would have 'killed' 

the two of them.The Demon Lord didn't tell him the secret of eternal life.Perhaps the answer could only 

be found in the Great Thousand Domains.Su Zimo gradually gathered his thoughts and looked at the end 

of the path to heaven. He sighed in his heart.Although the Emperor of Douzhan had killed the Great Sky 

Emperor, he couldn't ascend to the heavens. He could only leave his inheritance on the path to heaven 



and wait for his descendants.The last move of the Battle Catalog was indeed terrifying.However, Su 

Zimo's cultivation realm wasn't high enough and he couldn't comprehend its mysteries.The two of them 

stood solemnly and silently looked at the path to heaven that was covered with corpses and blood. It 

was as if they could see countless Blood Apes roaring and roaring.The two of them had respectful 

expressions on their faces as they bowed deeply before cupping their fists in farewell....In the vast starry 

sky."Big Brother, where are we going next?"The monkey asked.After leaving the Blood Ape Realm this 

time, he didn't plan to return for the time being.He had killed the Horseshoe Monkeys in the Blood Ape 

Realm. If he returned to the Blood Ape Realm, he might bring trouble to the Blood Ape Realm.Su Zimo 

did have a place in mind.This time, he left the Sword Realm and his first stop was the Blood Ape Realm. 

He wanted to check on the monkey's situation.His second stop was this place.Su Zimo was about to 

speak when his expression suddenly changed. He seemed to have sensed something and looked at the 

starry sky on the other side.There was nothing there, but Su Zimo's eyes were fixed on it with a solemn 

expression.A moment later, the starry sky suddenly split open and an old ape walked out! 

 

An Emperor realm expert!The moment the old ape appeared, Su Zimo felt a tremendous pressure.This 

was clearly the aura and might of an Emperor realm expert!Thankfully, Su Zimo did not sense any 

hostility from the old ape nor did he sense any danger.The monkey had never seen this old ape 

before.However, he could tell that the old ape should be from the Blood Ape Realm and had the 

bloodline of the Long Armed Blood Ape.Given his original cultivation, he did not have much of a chance 

to come into contact with the old ape."The two of you are truly lucky to be able to escape the pursuit of 

more than ten Kings,"The old ape heaved a sigh of relief when he saw that the two of them were 

fine.The black hole in the starry sky isolated everything and the old ape clearly did not know about the 

situation on the path to heaven.Ever since the two Horseshoe Monkey Emperor Lords of the Blood Ape 

Realm left, the old ape set off immediately to search for monkey and the monkey.A long time later, he 

sensed an abnormal spatial fluctuation and descended, bumping into Su Zimo and the monkey.For some 

unknown reason, the old ape clearly felt something amiss when he saw monkey. It was as though his 

bloodline was suppressed and he felt uncomfortable."Strange,"The old ape was puzzled.There was a 

huge difference in cultivation between the two of them.Even if there was a suppression, it was the 

monkey opposite him.The old ape swept his gaze and suddenly fixed his gaze on monkey's ears. 

Immediately after, his eyes widened in disbelief! 

 


